This paper documents an interdisciplinary partnership initiated by the School of Nursing at the University of Connecticut and the Hispanic/Latino community in rural Windham County, CT. The goal of this partnership is to reduce health and mental health disparities for Hispanic/Latino families who reside in the Windham County, CT service area. Hispanic/Latino persons comprise 33% of the total population in this community. Windham has documented need noted in Healthy Connecticut 2000 (CT DPH, 2000). Despite some improvements, Hispanic/Latino’s had the worst health outcomes in CT when compared to other racial/ethnic groups indicating a disproportionate burden of injury, disease, and death. The Healthy CT Initiative (1994) in Windham identified its goal to “improve access to local public health services by encouraging health policy decision-making at the community level to improve their quality of life”. Priorities listed: infectious diseases; interagency and service coordination, collaboration; substance abuse and violence prevention. A Community-based Participatory Research (CBPR) process guides the efforts to address the health and mental health disparities for Hispanic/Latino families. Extensive assessments utilizing primary and secondary data, windshield surveys, community meetings, key informant interviews and focus groups have been completed to date. The process supports the engagement of faculty and students in research, learning and service in partnership with this community. Collaboration among the Schools of Nursing, Medicine, Psychiatry, and Pharmacy have leveraged some clinical resources through a student-run clinic, mental health training for a promotores program, health promotion and screening activities. A planning grant for Latino Mental Health services has been awarded through the Office of Rural Health.

The New England Consortium (TNEC) is a university-community partnership based at the University of Massachusetts Lowell and includes five community- and labor-based organizations that each coordinates a coalition for occupational safety and health in different regions within four New England States. The partnership formed in 1987 in an effort to garner federal funds for providing health and safety training to workers engaged in hazardous waste operations and emergency response. TNEC was awarded those funds and continues to receive them to the present – going into its twentieth year of existence. The partnership has two primary goals: 1) to conduct the training program for which it receives funding; and, 2) to use that program to build and strengthen the New England health and safety movement. None of the partnering organizations views this project as critically important to its mission, but all view it as valuable for supporting its mission related activities. Twenty years of cooperation has required considerable negotiation and compromise by all parties. Yet, the consortium has neither established new goals within the twenty years nor pursued strategies to engage in additional
activities. Sets of member organizations have established other partnerships, but none with the intent of strengthening or further developing The New England Consortium. The paper will discuss this relatively unique university-community partnership within the context of principles and guidelines set forth in the literature about university-community partnerships. Through a historical analysis of the partnership’s operations and dynamics, we will discuss its viability, strengths, and challenges, and how its member organizations have balanced their efforts to pursue and achieve both goals.

UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS FOR HEALTH: WELLNESS EDUCATION FOR TEEN MOTHERS AND GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN
Mary Duquin, PhD, mduquin@pitt.edu; University of Pittsburgh, Department of Health and Physical Activity

This paper reports on three University of Pittsburgh Department of Health and Physical Activity health education outreach projects. The goal of the Grandparents Raising Grandchildren service learning program was to help prepare University of Pittsburgh graduate students for work in health care professions and to improve the quality of life of grandparents as parents by addressing their health care needs. Through collaborative learning and sharing of ideas both grandparents and students benefited from this partnership. Students learned about real world health issues by working in a diverse community setting. This program involved one on one interaction with each student being paired with a member of the Grandparents As Parent group at Vintage Senior Center. Health education activities included: assessment of health needs and concerns, instruction in accessing and evaluating Web based computer health information, providing nutrition information, stress management techniques, fitness guidelines, coordination of health care needs, health management education, information on children’s health care, insurance concerns, social support, disease prevention and health screening information. Through this experience students and seniors grew in both self-knowledge and independence. A second project provided an intergenerational health and wellness program for kinship caregivers and their families. The program took place over a 12-week period and focused on education in (a) Health, Exercise, Nutrition and Stress Management; (b) Parenting Education; and (c) Religious Practices (such as worship, scripture, and prayer). The quantitative findings viewed in combination with the qualitative findings of the focus groups, participant observation and interviews provided helpful indicators of the program’s outcomes and effectiveness. A third ongoing service learning and health outreach project provides health education, physical education and tutoring to teen mothers at the Roselia Center School in Pittsburgh. This University-Community partnership, now in its third year, allows students in Pitt’s School of Education to cultivate their teaching skills and gives them hands on experience devising lesson plans, working directly with students, and instructing students of various skill levels while reaching out to a group of students who are often overlooked within the community creating a positive learning experience for them.

THE BOSTON COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC MENTAL HEALTH PARTNERSHIP: DEVELOPING A SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATORY MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER
Alisa Lincoln, MPH, PhD, Jonathan Delman, JD, MPH DsC (cand.); Melissa Hagan, MPH mjhagan@bu.edu

Community-Based Participatory Action Research (CBPR) is increasingly being used by community-university partnerships in the field of public health. CBPR methods focus on the
active re-allotment of power between academic and community stakeholders; establish a critical link between research and action or practice; and, emphasize reciprocal transfer of knowledge, skills and capacity throughout the process, thereby imparting community members with tangible practical benefits as a result of their engagement and participation. While many community-university partnerships employing CBPR have focused on health disparities, few of these efforts have involved persons with serious mental illness. Mental health research has typically left out consumer input, resulting in service gaps, barriers to service utilization, and delayed translation of research into practice. Established in 2004, the Boston Community Academic Mental Health Partnership (B-CAMHP) was designed to bring together academics, mental health consumers, and other mental health community stakeholders to create a sustainable research partnership. In 2005, the B-CAMHP was funded by the National Institute of Mental Health to further develop the partnership and to conduct a pilot study of consumer perspectives of psychiatric emergency care, one of the first studies of its kind. This paper will offer insight into the processes and infrastructure necessary to develop a mental health community-academic partnership, the opportunities and barriers that occur when an equitable partnership is established between a private university, a government agency, health care institutions and consumer-directed non-profit, grassroots organizations, and the successes and challenges associated with the initial stages of the partnership’s community-based study of consumer perspectives on psychiatric emergency care.

A PARTNERSHIP OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND STUDENT AFFAIRS FOR BETTER COLLEGE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Nancy Moses and Diane Bell, Bridgewater State College, dbell@bridgew.edu

At Bridgewater State College, a unique structure allows for supportive collaboration between the academic and student affairs for effective community service and service learning and better community partnerships. Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost Nancy Kleniewski and Vice President David Ostroth worked together to merge two separate initiatives to form a cooperative outreach structure. The Community Service Center was created in 2004 in response to new president Dana Mohler-Faria’s priority of community service for the college. Director Diane Bell was hired to organize the volunteer and community service efforts of the college and give direction to the civic engagement efforts. Provost Nancy Kleniewski at the same time initiated service-learning projects to enhance the efforts that faculty were making in connecting service to academic content. One of the most important innovations made was that the office for the Faculty Associates was placed in the Community Service Center where collaborations could easily take place. Through the combined efforts of the Community Service Center and the Faculty Associate, the effectiveness of the community service and service-learning projects has increased, which is to the benefit of both the college and the community. One of the most successful collaborations was the “Inspire Festival” that Bell and Moses worked on to celebrate National Volunteer Week. The team created a week of programming that featured the successes in community service and service-learning with recognitions and exhibitions. A highlight of the week was a faculty/staff/administration forum on collaborations between academic affairs and student affairs led by the respective Vice-Presidents. In addition, a major recognition banquet was held that celebrated the work of the community collaborators, legislators, faculty and staff.

DOES ONE SIZE FIT ALL? MODELS AND STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINING GAINS IN COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS
Joan Arches, PhD, College of Public and Community Service, University of Massachusetts, Boston, joan.arches@umb.edu
This presentation will address the issue of achieving the promise in sustainable community university partnerships by putting forth case examples utilizing different strategies. The presenter will present three case examples of her work with the Columbia Point community in Boston, where she works as a professor in the College of Public and Community Service at the University of Massachusetts. The first example will focus on a service learning collaborative class, which made use of participatory action research to conduct a community needs assessment that resulted in the development of a new organization called the Columbia Point Community Partnership (CPCP). This organization, which had a community board and two paid staff, had as its mission to improve the quality of life and build community for all those who live, work, and learn on Columbia Point. It promoted, initiated, and supported community university partnerships and community building activities across institutions and organizations on the peninsula. The CPCP provides one model/strategy for sustainability. During its three-year existence, among other things, it was responsible for the creation of an ongoing service learning class, Hic Cup, now in its fourth year. Hic Cup (Healthy Initiative Collaborative: Community University Partnership) uses European Social Action, which incorporates the work of Paulo Freire, to facilitate a process of community problem solving, community building, and social change. A diverse group of local youth partner with a multicultural, intergenerational group of University Massachusetts students in this ongoing undergraduate service learning partnership project. A second example is based on partnership projects carried out under the auspices of the federal Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Community Outreach Partnership Center (COPC) grant. The grant has included building community art, a community garden and a charrette. Teams of undergraduate and graduate students have been involved in every step of this grant. The undergraduate students have all worked on credit bearing curricular activities. One of the outcomes of the grant has resulted in a community-tutoring project in partnership with a community youth center and a community health center. Students carry out the tutoring as part of a service learning class while others can volunteer.

CRP WAS-IS-WILL BE HERE: LEARNING FROM AND PROVIDING FOR THE COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING PROGRAM’S COURSE-INTEGRATED COMMUNITY-BASED PROJECT WORK

Mark Tripak, U. of Texas Austin, marktirpak2000@yahoo.com

From planning students serving as facilitators of house meetings and community “visioning sessions” in the Barton Hills neighborhood of Austin, Texas, as participants in the Fall Semester 2004 offering of CRP 381: Planning Processes and Practice, to students working on-the-ground to determine the infrastructure of a new city in Nuevo Leon, Mexico, as a requirement of the Fall Semester 2001 elective course CRP 387C: Infrastructure Planning, the Community and Regional Planning program of the University of Texas at Austin, School of Architecture (UTSOA-CRP) has made community-based project work a key – if not a requisite, component of its classroom teaching and planning instruction. With this professional report, I attempt to offer resources towards addressing the question of how course integrated community-based project work (CCPW), or “academic service-learning,” can best be sustained and/or enhanced by the UTSOA-CRP program, based on the assumption that CCPW is teaching approach that the program intends to continue utilizing and hopes to derive the most benefit from. Specifically, with this report, I provide the CRP program: a definition of academic service-learning/CCPW based on experiential learning and democratic education theory; a general review of recent service-learning research focused to the benefits and challenges of this learning approach for students, faculty members, and other project stakeholders; an introduction to what is known about planning instruction and planning practice – and the “gap” separating the discipline from the practice; an overview of the CRP program’s history of community-based learning, and a more in-depth exploration of recent
CRP community-based learning projects; an assortment of “good principles” that can guide experiential education and academic service-learning. Ideally, this paper will add to the growing body of literature related to academic service-learning as an approach to planning instruction, while offering the CRP program useful tools and resources to consider in program design, implementation, evaluation, and planning.

**A Community and Universities Working Together to Change the Approach to Research Partnerships**

Dean Cleghorn, Greater Lawrence Family Health Center; Milagro Grullon, City of Lawrence, Susan Koch-Weser, Harvard U; Rachel Siemons, Health Care for All; Cora Roelofs, Linda Silka, Craig Thomas, UMass Lowell; Dean Cleghorn dcleghorn@glfahc.org and Milagro Grullon, MilagroGrullon@CITYOFLAWRENCE.COM

The Lawrence Mayor’s Health Task Force Research Initiative is a an academic-community collaborative project. The project aims to build a research infrastructure to assure that research conducted in Lawrence will provide a clear benefit to the community by including community members in all research phases. Established in the fall of 2006, the Initiative is being led by a working group from the Lawrence Mayor’s Health Task Force, and includes representatives from the City of Lawrence, area universities, and community organizations. Many local community organizations have been approached over the years and asked to facilitate research in Lawrence. However, the researchers making these requests have had varying levels of sensitivity to community concerns and varying abilities to form collaborative relationships with community groups. The Initiative has developed a set of core principles for research partnerships, a list of criteria for agreements between partners, and a model to help guide researchers and community members toward an equitable and mutually-beneficial research process and result. To make these materials accessible to both researchers and Lawrence community members, the working group has also created a glossary of research terms, is developing a web-based version of the Research Initiative’s work that will be posted on the MHTF website, and plans to translate all of its materials into Spanish. Next steps for the Research Initiative include soliciting feedback and support for the principles and guidelines from the wider Lawrence community, including community organizations and those holding political office, as well as planning for the institutionalization of the Initiative’s work.

**WORCESTER UNIVERCITY PARTNERSHIP: IF 1 IS GOOD, ARE 9 BETTER?**

Armand Carriere, carriere@universitypartnership.org

The concept of a college or university partnering or engaging with a local community is not a new phenomenon. Historians like Ira Harkevey can take us back through the story of American higher education and cite numerous examples of colleges defining themselves in relation to their surrounding communities. It is within the past 20 years that the concept has gained new credibility and dramatically increased visibility, taking advantage of a confluence of factors including enlightened self-interest on the part of colleges and universities, a heightened sense of social consciousness on the part of a generation of faculty and students, the rapid growth of organizations like Campus Compact and their influence on linking service with curriculum, and the timely and much needed infusion of funding from sources like the federal government and the philanthropic community. During this resurgence period the single institution-community partner(s) model has developed, indeed flourished, with models and examples occurring at all levels of higher education. In 2005 a unique variation on the theme of campus-community engagement was established when the Worcester, MA. UniverCity Partnership was founded. A
formal collaboration among the 9 colleges of Worcester, the City of Worcester, and the business community was established. The overarching goal of the Partnership is economic development. The paper will examine the early progress of this unique collaboration and highlight the factors enabling some of this success while acknowledging some barriers to meaningful partnerships. It will also look at the implications and possibilities for replication elsewhere.

HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AND THEIR COMMUNITIES: PARTNERING TO ACHIEVE AND SUSTAIN SUCCESS
Dr. Alma Thornton, Director Center for Social Research, Southern University
alma_thornton@subr.edu
William Hawn, Program Manager Southern University Economic and Enterprise Development Project and Universities Rebuilding America Partnership Project

Southern University and A&M College, Baton Rouge campus, Center for Social research has been actively involved in identifying, developing, and sustaining successful partnerships in its surrounding communities. The communities are characterized by very high rates of unemployment, school dropouts, poverty, and crime. This area has been identified as having a very high number of renters as well as high numbers of very old, and severely dilapidated, abandoned and blighted houses in need of demolition. The Center uses a multifaceted approach to assist residents in changing the face of their community as well as addresses challenges of identifying individuals and organizations willing to partner and create sustainable partnerships. Successful partnerships have been established with community-based and faith-based organizations, local churches, businesses, neighborhood organizations and government. This paper will discuss the strategies we have used to successfully build lasting partnerships and sustainable improvements in local communities.

NEW STRUCTURES AND STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND TRAINING PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN A MERGED COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY
George De Lange, Director of Academic Engagement and Collaboration
George_delange@nmmu.ac.za
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, South Africa

The paper provides details on new structures and strategies that have been developed for engaging with the external community as a result of the mission and vision of the new Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU). The NMMU was established as a result of a merger of the University of Port Elizabeth, the Vista University and the Port Elizabeth Technikon. The merging of the differing educational philosophies and teaching models required of the new institution to develop a holistic and multifaceted approach to community engagement. The objective of the paper is to indicate how these new engagement structures and strategies will allow for: increased participation in the activities of the university by an increasing diversity of interest groups and stakeholders; greater responsiveness to the social and economic needs of the local community and region it serves and; increased co-operation and training partnerships. The paper provides details on a holistic approach to community engagement by defining and clarifying the concept engagement and an engaged university, highlighting the benefits, defining the underlying philosophy and characteristics of an engaged university and by presenting a conceptual framework for categorising the engagement activities of the university. The paper further provides details of lessons learned so far in terms of developing a philosophy for the new comprehensive university.
Partnerships are not always ideally democratic or collaborative in their enactment. Goals such as cooperation, open communication, and equality while ideal are difficult to attain. Thus, while ‘partnership’ may connote equality and democratic governance, the actual structure of relations and daily operations may vary considerably. Participants’ and scholars’ attempts to address power distributions are critical to creating equitable and sustainable community-university partnerships, however, existing analyses often overlook the impediments posed by systematic status inequalities that frame relations and agenda setting processes in such organizations. In spite of participants’ ideological commitments to equality and shared power, pre-existing structural inequalities among partners persisted and led to hierarchical relations in the partnership, participants’ perceived disenfranchisement, and actors’ distrust of power brokers. Thus, entrenched inequalities based on social statuses, such as race, class, and gender or organizational legitimacy filtered into organizational life and compromised the goals of equality and shared power. In this inquiry, I examine the ways in which partners of different types, in this case - university administrators / personnel, local government officials, and community residents or stakeholders, exerted their powers in one community-university partnership. This research relies on data from 17 semi-structured qualitative interviews with a wide range of key organizational participants, observations of planning meetings and community forums, and a quantitative survey of key participants. Finally, I use these data to demonstrate the ways in which the distribution and enactments of power contributed to the well being of the partnership in some cases and led to more deleterious outcomes in other instances.

RESPONSIVENESS TO COMMUNITY NEEDS THROUGH STUDENT VOLUNTEERISM: A CASE STUDY ON A STUDENT-RUN NON PROFIT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
Varkey George, Director: SHAWCO, University of Cape Town, South Africa, www.shawco.org

SHAWCO (Students ‘Health and Welfare Centres Organisation) was started in 1943 by a group of medical students and much later on acknowledged, recognized and supported by the university. It has now been in existence for over sixty years. The students were appalled by the poverty, lack of hygiene and lack of medical facilities in certain areas of Cape Town, and became determined to do something about it. What started as a small operation has now grown into one of the largest student volunteer organizations. About one thousand two hundred students as well as twenty community volunteers are involved in the projects, all of whom give of their time and energy for the same goal of building a better future. The uniqueness of this organization is that students take responsibility and manage and implement programmes. They are involved not only as volunteers but rise through the ranks as project leaders, curriculum planners, bookkeepers, steering committees, student president etc. The organization is registered as a Non Profit and the Constitution states that no decision is valid unless there is a student majority. Thus, the students own the organization. It is the only one of its kind found on a Higher Education campus. The youth sector runs tutoring, arts, sports, debating, computer training and life skills programme that benefits about 1500 township children, the health sector treated 5000 patients in 2005 and the staff fed, clothed and looked after 300 elderly and 140 children. The aim of SHAWCO is to, on one hand, provide much needed services to the community and, on the other, grow responsible young people who would take up the reigns in government and private sectors and would be aware of problems of inequity. In short, SHAWCO at the University of Cape Town, in South
Africa, aims to send out to the world not only well educated graduates but also caring and humane citizens.

WHERE WILL STUDENTS LEARN TO COLLABORATE TO REACH COMMUNITY OUTCOMES?
Dr. Judith Oleson, Associate Professor of Sociology/Social Work at Gordon College, Valerie Buchanan, Director of the “Gordon in Lynn” Program, Judith.Oleson@gordon.edu

Where will students learn how to collaborate across sectors to reach community outcomes? How will students be prepared for the cross-discipline work necessary for global issues that do not know departmental boundaries? How will we equip students to be leaders in their organizations and communities that must cross sectors and partner to solve complex community problems? Universities and Colleges will not be successful unless their own educators model this behavior, and demonstrate collaborative leadership. Dr. Oleson will describe her research and experience in cross-sector partnerships and Ms. Buchanan will highlight the mechanics of developing a comprehensive college-community partnership. Ms. Buchanan was recruited by Gordon College to develop a partnership model that focuses on an asset based approach to urban community development. Using the name ‘Gordon in Lynn’, Gordon College established an office in downtown Lynn and hired additional staff to build bridges of partnership between the college and the city. A group of 17 student leaders facilitate Gordon student involvement in each of their 25 Community Partners around the city of Lynn. As Gordon approaches the completion of three years of bridge-building between Gordon College and the City of Lynn, momentum has picked up and expectations are running high. Thanks to major funder, Oasis Development, hundreds of Gordon students were involved this year in academic and co-curricular volunteer work in Lynn through various campus/community partnerships. Gordon has recently constructed a new residence hall in the city of Lynn adjacent to the Gordon in Lynn office. The 24 Gordon student residents are required to be active in the community on a weekly basis. This is a living learning community with a focus on the City of Lynn and themes of civic engagement and community development.

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Heather Makrez, Graduate Student, UMass Lowell, hmakrez@umassp.edu; Dept. of Regional Economic and Social Development

The University of Massachusetts aims to provide an affordable, accessible and high quality education for its students. In a world that is interconnected and expanding everyday, the university is an integral part of building and maintaining partnerships not only with its local community, but with its international community. Students will be better prepared for the world if they are exposed to different cultures, different communities and a broad range of service learning. The University works toward this goal through its diverse group of faculty, staff and students. International research and global partnerships are established on a regular basis and the university wants to promote this type of activity. Through Memorandums of Understanding and Exchange Agreements, the University is able to expand these valuable learning opportunities to its students as well as to the other countries with which it is related. This paper will take a look at what the University of Massachusetts has to offer, what its mission and future goal will be, as well as how we can promote the extension of programs. We will look at how service learning is
beneficial to both the community and the university and how this helps UMass became an international institution.

PARTNERSHIPS FOR SCHOOL SUCCESS: ACHIEVING THE PROMISE

Nellie Mae Education Foundation, Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation Rossy: Matos-Miranda@woodrow.org
Caribou High and University of Maine Presque Isle; Dorchester Education Complex and University of Massachusetts Boston; Lowell High and University of Massachusetts Lowell; University Park Campus School and Clark University

Over the last few years, five school-university partnerships have come together under funding from the Nellie Mae Education Foundation and with the guidance from leaders at the Woodrow Wilson Foundation. These partnerships are aimed at bringing universities and high schools together so that students for whom college may not yet be a family tradition will acquire the skills that they need to succeed at higher education. In the past, high schools and institutions of higher education often have not worked closely together, and as a result they face a variety of obstacles in being able to understand each other and work together in ways that benefit underserved students. This paper will describe the innovative strategies that are being used by these five very different partnerships to overcome differences and meet the needs of students. While one cohort in Maine focuses on Professional Development, for example, the Lowell partnership has emphasized systemic change as the solution to alignment challenges. Both cohorts are likely correct in their approach owing to their differences in size. Empowering and energizing a small group of teachers and sustaining that focus is key for small schools, whereas working with teachers to reach other teachers who in turn to reach students may be the approach needed in large schools. In both cases, a change in culture may be taking place. The paper will consider possible benefits of the cohort model being used by the Nellie Mae Education Foundation in fostering cross-partnership learning. We will also consider whether cohort approaches might also be effective in other areas of community-university partnership building. The paper will end with a consideration of how such partnerships can be sustained and disseminated to the many communities in which universities and schools are struggling to find ways to work together and overcome their differences.

INFORMAL PARTNERSHIPS WORK: A LOOK AT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COALITION FOR A BETTER ACRE AND THE REGIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

Yovani Baez, James Rather yovani.baez@cbaacre.org  Coalition for a Better Acre

Informal partnerships between universities and community-based organizations are beneficial to both parties, and it is important to understand how they work and what can be done to improve and sustain such partnerships. In this case, the writers will examine the arrangement that exists between the University of Massachusetts-Lowell’s Department of Regional Economic and Social Development (RESD) and the community development corporation Coalition for a Better Acre (CBA). This partnership was built on strong personal relationships between faculty and students within the department, and has grown over time due to an environment within the University’s administration that encourages connections between the university and its surrounding community. The CBA benefits from this partnership through increased personnel capacity; with students assisting CBA staff and members in activities such as grant writing, neighborhood organizing, and data gathering. While discussing this partnership the writers will take their own experiences into account, as both writers of this paper have benefited from the partnership that now exists between the CBA and RESD. Each writer spent time working with the CBA as interns
through the Department of Housing and Urban Development Community Development Work-
study Program. These internship opportunities are a direct result of the informal partnership
RESD and CBA have developed over the last several years. In recent years this internship has
become a formalized partnership between the CBA and the RESD department, which administers
the HUD work-study program. The research model will consist of interviews with staff at CBA
and faculty within the RESD department to ascertain how each party feels about the current
partnership and its sustainability. Additionally, past and current students from the RESD
department who have worked or are working with the CBA will be interviewed.

THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND
EMPOWERMENT: THE CASE OF THE OKAVANGO DELTA MANAGEMENT PLAN
Dr. Lapologang Magole, Research fellow, University of Botswana, Okavango Research Center,
lmagole@orc.ub.bw; Dr. Rachel DeMotts, Research fellow, University of Botswana, Okavango
Research Center, rdemotts@orc.ub.bw

Most rural development project acknowledge the need of a combination of financial, human, and
natural capital. Financial capital reflects the monetary investment required to implement and
sustain development projects. Human capital provides leadership, policy direction and labour to
plan and implement development projects, ideally engendering benefits at the local level. Natural
capital represents the environmental resource base upon which development takes place, which is
also often a key source of contention among stakeholders. These are normally focused on land
and water, but can also refer to wildlife and agricultural resources. In this paper, however, we
argue that there is a fourth and critical form of capital not only for rural development but also for
community empowerment: institutional capital. Institutional capital can be used to assist local
participants in development projects to nurture capacity, participate in governing the process, and
benefit more fully from the outcomes. It is to this form of capital that universities can contribute
and play a crucial role. In particular, universities can take on the roles of community advocates as
well as educators. Rather than remaining outside of such processes as observers, universities
have a clear responsibility to assist local residents and support the development of effective tools
for local participation in projects that will have profound effects on local communities and
livelihoods. To illustrate the importance of this role, this paper will discuss the participation of
the University of Botswana’s Harry Oppenheimer Okavango Research Centre (UB-HOORC) in
the development of the Okavango Delta Management Plan (ODMP). The ODMP process gave
the University the opportunity to work with Delta communities on a rural development and
natural resources planning project. In its role as the primary facilitator of community
participation, UB-HOORC ensured that throughout the planning process the voice of local
residents was heard. The university also prioritized providing full information about the planning
process so that local residents could participate in the creation and implementation of the plan,
but also so that the plan would address both their interests and concerns. The paper will also
address the difficulties experienced in this process and draw lessons for university involvement in
environmental consultation in rural areas that are increasingly affected by tourism.

USING COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS TO STOP DISCRIMINATION BY
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGAINST MINORITY FIRMS
Ralph Bangs, PhD, Associate Director, Center on Race and Social Problems, University of
Pittsburgh, Rbangs+@pitt.edu
Audrey Murrell, PhD, Associate Professor, Katz Graduate School of Business, University of
Pittsburgh

Our paper will describe an innovative approach to community-university partnerships that we
developed in Pittsburgh and are applying to two other cities in the US for the purposes of
stopping discriminatory practices by local government against qualified minority firms and helping these governments to increase participation by the firms in contracting. In our recent pilot project regarding a major local government in Pittsburgh, we had three partners: University researchers, who documented low levels of minority firm participation in the local government’s contracts and identified local government practices that inhibited access by qualified and interested minority firms to contract opportunities; Leaders of community organizations, such as the local African American Chamber of Commerce and Urban League, who met with local government leaders to encourage them to make minority contracting a priority and to implement the recommendations contained in the research reports; The legal director for the local American Civil Liberties Union, who plans in the next few weeks to formally request immediate action by local government officials as recommended in the research reports and plans to file a class action law suit in federal court if satisfactory action is not taken. Detailed descriptions of the roles of each partner, the timing and nature of their actions, the ways that the partnership was fostered and maintained, interactions of the partnership with the local government, use of the media, and outreach efforts to the public will be discussed. The impact of the partnership on discriminatory practices in local government and the reasons for success or lack of success will be assessed. The contribution of our model in Pittsburgh to academic literature and understanding community-university partnerships will be explained. Further, we will describe our new project to transfer and apply our Pittsburgh model to local governments in two other cities of the US, Boston and Chicago. Our pilot studies in Pittsburgh were funded by two research centers at the University of Pittsburgh and by a local foundation. Our new two-year project in two other cities is being funded by the Fulfilling the Dream Fund, which is sponsored by the Ford Foundation and other national foundations.

COMMUNITY/UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS: THE VIEW FROM BOTH SIDES OF THE FENCE
Ezra Haber Glenn, Director of Community Development Lawrence, MA  eglenn@publicplanning.org

In his work for the City of Lawrence, as well as his prior position in the City of Somerville, Ezra Haber Glenn has supervised over a two dozen student interns working on summer fellowships, independent study work, team projects, and other short- and long-terms assignments related to land use, community development, and urban planning. At the same time, as an Adjunct faculty member at both the University of Massachusetts—Lowell and Tufts University, he has placed students in similar projects in other cities or urban settings. This session will draw from these experiences to present the benefits and challenges of academic work in a professional (and governmental) setting. Mindful of the very different components that make for a “successful” project from the respective points of view of the public sector “client” and the academic “advisor” (with an obligatory nod to the actual needs and interests of the student as well), the paper will discuss these perspectives and explore the potential for overlap (i.e., mutually-beneficial projects). Central to understanding this dynamic is an appreciation of the very real differences in available resources, schedules and expectations, political concerns and alignments, and personal career motivations of the parties involved.

COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS: HELPING SMALL TOWNS WITH STRATEGIC MARKETING
Dr. Janet Cherrington, Minnesota State University, Mankato, janet.cherrington@mnsu.edu

Now more than ever, communities must think, plan, and act on their futures, or be left behind in the new era of place wars. During the past 20 years, the durable lesson of places seeking to improve themselves is that all places are in trouble, or will be in the foreseeable future.
Therefore, the economic stability and livability of any place requires the community to ask itself why anyone would want to live, relocate, visit, invest, start or expand a business there. In other words, what does the community or “place” have that people want or need? A partnership between two institutions of higher learning and a small city in south central Minnesota helped resolve this dilemma and will be the theme of my presentation.

Minnesota State University, Mankato (MSU) has provided an excellent framework for communities to follow in improving their infrastructure and services, and promoting themselves to the outside world. As a case in point, MSU Urban and Regional Studies (URSI) students and South Central Technical College (SCTC) students worked with and actively engaged the small city of Janesville, MN (pop. 2,193) in developing a strategic marketing plan. Through a university, technical school, community partnership, Janesville received a promotional marketing tool for a few hundred dollars—the cost of the printing plates. This was possible because URSI students donated their research, writing, and marketing plan as part of an Urban Management course. When the brochure completion date arrived, a team of URSI students made a presentation before the city council that attracted more residents than the meeting room could seat. A week later, URSI students delivered the brochures to both local and regional locations in the southern MN metropolitan area. A copy was also sent to the Advertising/Public Relations Manager of the state’s “Explore Minnesota Tourism Department,” who called it “…a great project for students and a valuable tool for the community.”

WHAT’S ART GOT TO DO WITH IT?
Ronnie Campbell, Patty Coffey, Heather Derby, Linda Doung, Toni-Marie Henry, Marc Horne, Andrew Morel, Joel Morel, Vicki Watson, Lowell High School and University of Massachusetts Lowell, Patricia Coffey@uml.edu

Community-university partnerships can go in so many different directions. Who decides which direction they will take? Should take? What role can students play? Should they play? These questions confronted us directly in our project, What’s Art Got to do With It?, that brought together high school students, undergraduate and graduate students under the leadership of a university team and a cultural organization to examine the status of arts as an economic development impetus in the city of Lowell, Massachusetts. The goal of our summer team was to look more closely at this and the extent to which it is being achieved in the eyes of those who live and work in Lowell’s various neighborhoods. We wanted not only to interview people throughout the community— and completed the project with over 300 interviews in hand—but to present these interviews and the questions they raise in ways that would provoke discussion throughout the community. We developed a video, a website, and reported in a variety of public outlets about what we discovered, all with the intent to provoke discussions about next steps for Lowell. Our video serves as the voice of all of those that we spoke with, and tells the story of the present situation in Lowell. While our findings on the arts are very interesting, equally intriguing is what we learned about how a diverse team of students can contribute to fostering community-university partnerships. In our presentation, we will illustrate some the ways in which student teams can become a major force in bringing together communities and universities to address local issues. We will also discuss some of the challenges such teams must overcome if they are to successfully integrate the differing perspectives of communities and universities.

ARTBOTICS: THE CHALLENGE OF NEW PARTNERSHIPS
Jerry Beck, Hyun Ju Kim, Fred Martin, Linda Silka, Diane Testa, and Holly Yanco, Revolving Museum and University of Massachusetts Lowell, Dr. Holly Yanco, Department of Computer Sciences, University of Massachusetts Lowell (Holly@cs.uml.edu)
Community-university partnerships have often drawn upon a subset of issues and disciplines: poverty, housing and disciplines such as education, health, and economics. Many opportunities for partnership remain untapped. In addition, many funding agencies (the National Science Foundation, for example) have begun to focus on partnerships as a way to increase the success rates of programs aimed at recruiting underrepresented students into college. We intend to examine a partnership that brings together new disciplines and new community partners including an art museum, an art department and a computer science department to use specific projects in Artbotics to involve students in ways that will increase their likelihood of selecting computer science as a college major and career goal. We address the following questions: What are the challenges in creating such a partnership, one that brings together nontraditional partners? What kinds of challenges emerge as these partners attempt to work together in new ways? What are the implications for new and untenured faculty in becoming involved in community partnerships of this sort? How can the interdisciplinary opportunities enhance the integration of teaching, research, and outreach? What strategies work for assisting tenure and promotion committees to understand the value of partnerships such as this? What can art departments and computer science departments contribute to partnerships?

Universities have traditionally emphasized a disciplinary focus and allegiance. As universities change, they increasingly are turning to strategies for bringing disciplines together to develop new forms of knowledge and new ways to involve students and communities. This paper will situate this discussion within the pressing concerns of how to succeed at bringing nontraditional students into disciplines such as computer science.

**RISING TO THE TOP: A MODEL FOR EXCELLENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATIVE SERVICE LEARNING**
Karrie A. Kalich, PhD, RD, Keene State College, kkalich@keene.edu
Michael Hanrahan, MBA, Keene State College, mhanraha@keene.edu

The authors present a case-study on an interdisciplinary service-learning project involving computer science and health science students. Students created a health-based website for the In-Shape program of Monadnock Family Services. The In-Shape program is a wellness program aimed at improving the physical health and quality life of people with severe mental illness. Using the Problem Based Service Learning model as a guide, presenters created a collaborative, yet challenging, classroom environment. The process involved students reflecting on the needs of the user from both a usability and content perspective resulting in a final product which exceeded expectations. During the project, Health Science students conducted focus groups with the agency user to increase knowledge of strengths and challenges unique to the user and develop appropriate and applicable content. Website content was shared with the computer science students who were challenged to develop a website that effectively communicated the information. The web pages were critiqued by students, professors, agency staff and users. Based on feedback, the students edited and combined the individual efforts into a best of group, and ultimately the best-of-class site. Students worked diligently and strove for a higher level of excellence due to the interdisciplinary, collaborative (yet competitive) nature of this service-learning model. Authors will discuss lessons learned and successes related to this 3-year project from inception to implementation.

**BUILDING PUBLIC POLICY FROM THE GROUND UP: A CASE STUDY IN COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS** sedwards@NORTHSHORE.EDU

The paper will use a case study method to describe the process of initiating, developing, and sustaining a working relationship between North Shore Community College and community...
partners related to a Violence Prevention Initiative (including a Gang Prevention program model) in the city of Lynn, MA. A recently published “white paper” detailing the process within the context of a public policy analysis will be available for attendees. In its initial capacity, the Task Force was brought together to work on a Gang Prevention initiative and the development of a pilot program serving youth-at-risk. In its broader role, the Task Force was to focus on collaboration to develop an effective anti-gang strategy for the Lynn community. The growing gang violence was identified as a major issue for the city. With several options for possible collaboration, the group decided to create a Violence Prevention Task Force to become a working group to consider the problem. Representatives from the Mayor’s Office, School Committee, Police Department, Probation and Juvenile Court, as well as faculty and staff from the college were invited to join the group. Task Force teams worked on program planning, identification of youth-at-risk, and collating an inventory of community and college resources in a developing process. The Task Force expanded to include community-based organizations and the President of the College made informational presentations to the Lynn City Council and the Lynn School Committee. Additionally, the College collaborated with the city to host a community-wide Violence Prevention Week of activities, with a day-long event involving college students and staff, as well as middle and high school youth from city schools. The Task Force continues to meet regularly and will be actively involved in evaluating and improving the continued implementation of Project Y.E.S. It is also being expanded to include additional community-based organizations and social services agencies (DYS, DSS). The intent is to facilitate the growth of the Task Force into a city-wide violence prevention group with the College in the role of convening and supporting their efforts. Additionally, the Task Force interacts with the District Attorney’s Office and the Essex County Anti-Crime Council.

THE MILL CITY’S PARK AND THE COMMUNITY’S COLLEGE: WEAVING THE CLOTH OF COLLABORATION
Sheri Denk, Middlesex Community College, denks@middlesex.mass.edu; Susan Thomson, Cultural Anthropologist, MCC faculty; Becky Warren, LNHP Supervisory Park Ranger

In 2001, the Northeast Region of the National Park Service (NPS) began to focus specifically on the relationship of national parks to civic engagement. With the participation of directors from Lowell National Historical Park (located in downtown Lowell, MA) a report outlining the NPS vision for civic engagement was created. In particular, it was noted that civic engagement required the use of multiple partnerships, including civic dialogue techniques for public involvement; the engagement of community stakeholder groups; involvement in community and regional planning; and partnership with academic institutions and other educational organizations. At about the same time, Middlesex Community College (MCC), located in downtown Lowell adjacent to Lowell National Historical Park (LNHP), included fostering civic engagement and community partnerships on a local and global level as one of six key goals in its 2003-2005 strategic plan. MCC and LNHP then joined together in 2003 to create the Lowell Civic Collaborative (TLC), funded from 2003-2006 by a Learn and Serve America grant from the Corporation for National and Community Service. The Lowell Civic Collaborative aimed to increase civic engagement among MCC’s young adult student population and extend LNHP’s connections into the community through an innovative series of civic dialogues, a community task force, and faculty institutes to restructure courses with a service-learning and/or civic engagement component. Over 400 students had completed civic engagement and/or service-learning projects at LNHP or Minute Man National Park (MMNHP) near MCC’s Bedford campus, and 31 MCC faculty members had incorporated civic engagement and/or service-learning into their courses. In this paper, we will analyze the challenges, pitfalls and successes of this collaborative process. In so doing, the special roles of both community colleges and national
parks in providing preparation, education and opportunities for life-long, sustained engagement and leadership in civic life will be illuminated.

**LEARNING TO GET ALONG: LARGE INSTITUTIONS, INSTITUTIONAL CULTURES AND THE ART OF MAKING PARTNERSHIPS WORK**

Christoph Strobel, Department of History, Christoph_Strobel@uml.edu; Robert Forrant, Department of Regional Economic and Social Development, University of Massachusetts Lowell

The Lowell National Historical Park and the University of Massachusetts Lowell, two of the largest public institutions in Lowell, Massachusetts have had a great deal of influence over the city’s various efforts at remaking itself over the last 35 years. Each institution has played a leadership role in preserving the city’s rich industrial history, with the Park taking the critically important role in documenting and preserving this history in the form of numerous exhibits, walking tours, and cultural exhibitions. At the same time, part of the University’s articulated mission is to engage in the long-term social and economic development of the city and the regional economy. The Park and the University are thus intertwined and must work together to be successful in their overall missions. How the Park and the University resolve to work together on a Park-issued contract to complete a comparative ethnographic study of past and contemporary immigration in two of Lowell’s neighborhoods offers an instructive way to analyze just how these two large institutions blend their cultures and approaches to research and civic engagement so as to accommodate one another and at the same time produce this ethnographic study, the main element of which is a careful comparison of late 19th century and late 20th century immigration into the city. The proposed paper will describe and analyze this process.

**SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICTS AND PARTNERSHIPS IN THE DEFENSE AND PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH RIGHTS: A FLOWER PLANTATION IN ECUADOR**

Homero Harari and Raúl Harari IFA – Institute for Development of Production and Work Environment, Quito, Ecuador, homeroharari@gmail.com

Flower production is one of Ecuador’s most important productive activities. It employs approximately 100,000 people. After more than 20 years of production, a variety of environmental and health problems arose among workers and neighborhood areas where the work was done. Problems stem from the intensive use of many pesticides. Low doses are applied, but quite often. The continuous exposures of workers and the lack of isolation from neighborhoods affects a large number of people. In the production of roses greenhouses are built with big windows to get ventilation inside. When pesticides are applied, the wind distributes the dust to the surrounding areas. This case study describes and analyzes how a school beside a flower plantation was affected. Students suffered headaches, nausea, and other slight, but persistent common neurological symptoms. School authorities tried to discuss this with the owner of the plantations and asked them to take some measures to avoid this problem, but they did nothing. After some time the Director of the school went to the local authorities of the municipality but they did not intervene. So, they decided to utilize a legal authority called Defensor del Pueblo in a local Court. The court was to find some agreement between the school and the plantation, but still nothing happened. When the situation was more difficult, and because there are not this kind of services from the universities in this town, the school asked to a non-governmental organization to study children’s health. A cross-sectional study was done and there were significant differences between children exposed and non exposed: more
negative health symptoms and lower performance in some neuropsychological tests occurred in the students beside the plantations. Public meetings showed the results of the study to authorities, members of the plantations, and social and environmental organizations, teachers from the school, parents of the children of the school, members of the Chamber of Flower Exporters. The plantation now tried to improve the protection of the children at school. Not everything is solved, but at least it is a new road to go through. This case study shows that in developing countries we very often find an absence of the State or a lack of power of the local authorities. Social organizations can denounce and call the media; but study and data were needed to generate action.

COMMUNITY RIGHTS TO A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT: WHO DEFINES? WHO DECIDES? WHO ACTS? A CASE STUDY OF INDUSTRIAL HOG OPERATIONS AND NUISANCE LAW
Mansoureh Tajik, Dept. of Community Health and Sustainability, UMass Lowell
Mansoureh_Tajik@uml.edu; Naeema Muhammad, Steve Wing, Gary Grant, Kendall Thu

Proliferation of large-scale corporate animal operations and polluting industries in rural communities can contribute to degradation of the environment, health, and quality of life. Affected community members are an important potential force for organizing to oppose these impacts. Community members’ awareness of their rights as well as availability of research documenting violations of those rights can help promote their involvement in mitigating their situations. Using a community-based participatory research approach within the definitional framework of public nuisance law, we conducted a series of semi-structured, open-ended interviews to explore the impact of the industrial hog operation practices on the communities and the neighbors living near the industries. We explored, in particular, the impact of odor from the industry on the neighbors’ right to "clean air", "unreasonable interference with quiet enjoyment of life" and "beneficial use of property". The results of this study can be used by the local communities, community based organizations (CBO's), academic researchers, and other partners to: a) develop effective educational programs and workshops to raise public awareness about communities’ rights; b) document possible systematic violations of those rights by the polluting industries; and c) better assist the communities and research partners in their activism and efforts to affect public policy.

THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS: DEFINING CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
Dr. Margaret Brabant, Director, Center for Citizenship and Community
Chair, Department of Political Science, Butler University, mbrabant@butler.edu
Dr. Donald Braid, Associate Director, Center for Citizenship and Community
Butler University, dbraid@butler.edu

For over nine years, Butler University's Center for Citizenship and Community (CCC) in Indianapolis, IN has been spearheading the civic engagement activities of the university. The CCC has been a recipient of both a COPC and New Directions grants. This experience has yielded important theoretical and pragmatic insights into successful civic engagement practices. and assisting our institution’s effort to assess the outcomes and costs associated with civic engagement. In this paper we develop a multifaceted insight that we have come to understand is foundational to successful civic engagement efforts—There is no definition of civic engagement that fits all institutions and each institution must undertake the difficult work of defining civic engagement for itself in a way that is both in alignment with the institution’s mission and its local context. Our experience shows that unless an academic or student affairs unit enters into community-based activities with a definition of civic engagement that reasonably and coherently
aligns within the institution’s educational mission, precious resources will be squandered pursuing the elusive goal of engagement.

In order to have any meaningful impact upon students, partners, and the institution, civic engagement efforts must be defined in relation to the local context—and our use of the term local is intended to evoke the complex meanings that unfold through anthropological and political theories. For example, civic engagement activities must make sense in the geographical meaning of local and fit both the nature and needs of the existing community and the capacities of the university to provide service. These efforts must also fit locally in a temporal/historical sense.

Our paper is intended to stimulate a discussion among session participants. In particular, we will present concrete examples of our own outreach efforts and share our experience developing a definition of civic engagement, which is at once local to our institution and has components which might be adopted by other institutions. This definition is based on the concept of “civic mindedness.” If the conference structure allows, we will then facilitate discussion through specific questions that encourage participants to compare and contrast their experiences with ours so that all participants may benefit from an exchange of information that can be used to bolster community service and assessment of the engagement process.

How High-Powered Institutions Can Squeeze Out the Community in a High-Stakes “Community Based Project”: The Example of Where Elephants Weep, Lowell’s Cambodian-American Opera Project. George Chigas, Political Science, UMass Lowell, George.Chigas@uml.edu

On Dec 18, 2005, the New York Times article “If Cambodia Can Learn to Sing Again” appeared describing the creation of a new Cambodian-American opera production. Although the opera project is based in Cambodia under the auspices of Cambodian Living Arts, a good deal of the production work has been taking place in New York City and Lowell, Massachusetts, the location of the second largest Cambodian community outside of Cambodia. In 2005, as part of the development of the opera, it was decided that a month-long series of workshops and rehearsals would be conducted in Lowell in April 2007 in preparation for the opera’s premiere in Cambodia later that year.

This decision initiated one of the largest collaborate efforts by the major educational and cultural institutions in the modern history of the city. The letterhead of the Lowell opera project, called Where Elephants Weep, includes over 20 organizations, about half of which are Cambodian-American. The project is co-coordinated by the executive director of the city’s cultural office (Cultural Organization of Lowell) and a Cambodian-American community leader. The project’s steering committee is comprised of the provost of the UML, the superintendent of the Lowell Historical National Park, two deans from Middlesex Community College, including the widow of former Senator Paul Tsongas, the artistic director of the Merrimack Repertory Theater, among others. There are seven working sub-committees and the project budget approaches half a million dollars, an unprecedented amount for a cultural event of this kind.

This paper will discuss the challenges and successes of conducting a collaborate project of this magnitude, giving particular emphasis to the role that the Cambodian organizations have had in organizing and implementing the project. What has been the
relationship between the Cambodian organizations and the city’s major cultural and educational organizations? To what extent has the project’s funding, priorities and organizational structure enabled or prohibited an inclusive partnership among equals working towards common objectives?

PARTNERSHIP AND PEDAGOGY: COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
James M. Dubinsky, Dept. of English, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, dubinsky@vt.edu

In recent years, Southwest Virginia has seen a dramatic influx of people from other countries due to three trends: The growth of graduate programs at Virginia Tech. These programs attract married, adult students from Asian and Middle Eastern countries, many of whom come with their families and eventually settle in the area; The attraction of migrant and seasonal farm workers from Mexico to the area’s agricultural industry; The resettlement of refugees, predominantly from Africa, Eastern Europe, and East Asia, through the Roanoke Office of Refugee and Immigration Services. Many of these people face significant difficulties caused by language. Non-profit agencies have made a concerted effort to improve the outlook for the international population by offering English as a Second Language (ESL) classes and other family-oriented programs such as “Conversations” and “Mornings Out.” These programs increase opportunities for socializing, focusing on helping women, who are especially vulnerable and isolated from communities of support. The agencies also are dedicated to increasing awareness about diversity in the region. However, the demand for services is expanding beyond the non-profit agencies’ capacity to serve. One hopeful solution is the International Community Project (ICP), a coordinated partnership between the YMCA and Virginia Tech in its initial stages. The ICP addresses challenges faced by those who move here from other countries. The main participants at the university are faculty and students, supported by programs offered through the Service-Learning Center, the Department of English, the Office of Student Affairs, the Office of Outreach and International Affairs, and the Office of the Provost. In my talk, I will examine the ICP. My primary emphasis is to examine the Sustainability Program, the component that focuses on the ICP infrastructure and seeks to find creative ways to fund and sustain partnerships. One creative way is to assist non-profit agencies, in this case the Y, in the grant-writing process.

TWO-WAY ACADEMIC BENEFIT AS UNIVERSITY STUDENTS TUTOR TEACHERS IN LOW QUALITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Gabriel Cámara, Convivencia Educativa, A.C., Mexico, gcamara@laneta.apc.org

The moral and intellectual imperative that moves universities to link their work to the needs of poor groups, often in their own neighborhoods, assumes that there is a sharp gradient of knowledge and academic resources between the two groups. This assumption, though basically correct, needs clarification, more so since students comprise the majority of the university representatives who reach the poor. The value then, of any activity promoted by the universities will be highly dependent on the real competency of those very students. Simply being a university student does not mean that the person has the competency to share relevant knowledge with the poor. This is commonly true in massive public universities in countries like Mexico, but is also the case in the United States as credentialism moves ahead of true academic learning. From this
perspective, the challenge to find effective links between universities and neighborhoods is compounded by the more basic need to improve the academic competency of the students. This double task can be attended to simultaneously when university students help turning ordinary classrooms of extremely poor elementary schools into efficient Learning Communities.

The work that Convivencia Educativa, A.C., has been doing in public schools of Mexico linking university students and willing teachers has demonstrated the double benefit for both groups as they become self-directed learners and coach their students to do likewise. Of particular interest is the support that the method gives to Teachers College students and teachers in in-service training. Documenting the work has already produced several books, one of them in English, and it is undoubtedly one more source of insights and relevant experiences to better integrate the work of the universities and the needs of the poor.

PARTNERING IN A ‘PUBLISH OR PERISH’ WORLD: STRATEGIES AND SUPPORTS FOR COLLABORATIVE THEORIZING
Charlotte Ryan, UMass Lowell, Charlotte_Ryan@uml.edu

Community-university partnerships have blossomed in the last decade but many scholars still fear that partnerships, while enriching teaching and service, will detract from scholarly research and publications. Reinforcing that anxiety, editors of peer-reviewed journals express preference for traditional submissions following well-established routes of inquiry. The editor of the prestigious journal, Social Problems, for instance, counseled prospective authors that academic publication are 'inherently conservative.' Authors, he cautioned, should be "good little glaciers" contributing incrementally to pre-existing paradigms. Even participatory action researcher, Edna Bonacich, who collaborated with immigrant workers in Los Angeles’ sweat shops, warned participatory action-researchers, “Do not try this until you have tenure.”

Drawing on a successful ten-year partnership between the Rhode Island Coalition against Domestic Violence (RICADV) and the Media Research and Action Project (MRAP), this paper suggests strategies and supports for collaborative theorizing from field experience. I will describe how RICADV and MRAP set mutually-beneficial, problem-driven research agendas. Central to our strategy were iterative cycles of dialog, action and reflection that encouraged collaborative theorizing from and about field experiences. Our findings, published in formats serving both community and academic audiences, suggest that when allowed to mature, collaborative theorizing produces new methodologies and concepts that benefit scholars and communities alike. To sustain collaborative theorizing, centers for service learning need to create supportive infrastructures including partner training, funding mechanisms, recurrent opportunities for reflection, means to disseminate innovations, and establishment of institutional memory.

PROJECT COBWEB: A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN UMASS LOWELL AND THE BRAZILIAN IMMIGRANT CENTER TO IMPROVE WORKING CONDITIONS OF BRAZILIAN IMMIGRANTS IN MASSACHUSETTS
Carlos Eduardo Siqueira and Fausto da Rocha, Carlos_Siqueira@uml.edu

We will discuss the origins, development, and challenges faced by the partnership between a faculty and students from UMass Lowell and the Brazilian Immigrant Center, located in Allston, MA. The Brazilian Immigrant Center is an eleven year old non-profit organization whose mission is to defend the workers’ rights of Brazilian immigrants in Massachusetts. This five year old partnership started without any source of funds when Dr. Siqueira and Brazilian students visiting UMass Lowell met with the director of the Brazilian Immigrant Center (BIC) to examine
the problems faced by Brazilian immigrants in Massachusetts. After an initial period of volunteer work, UMass Lowell, the BIC, and a few other partners applied for a four year grant from the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences to study the workplace health and safety conditions of Brazilian immigrant workers in Massachusetts, focusing on three particular groups of workers: housecleaners, construction and landscaping workers and food and restaurant workers. The Collaboration for Better Work Environment for Brazilians (COBWEB) in Massachusetts or Project COBWEB has allowed this partnership to expand in the last three years to create new initiatives that have contributed to strengthening the outreach of the BIC to Brazilians in the state and in Brazil. As a result of the partnership the BIC: leveraged grants from Foundations to support youth work; integrated workplace health and safety to the menu of services offered to Brazilian workers; produced written and audio visual materials in Portuguese to educate Brazilian immigrant workers and Brazilian community leaders about workplace hazards; improved its linkages with other universities in the state. The joint learning process evolving through this Partnership has elicited a host of challenges related to the social, political, and historical contexts in which it has matured, such as the tightening of anti-immigration sentiment in the U.S. and Massachusetts, the reduction of funds to support organizations representing immigrants, the lack of enforcement of laws that protect undocumented immigrants rights, and the enactment of laws and regulations that aim at reducing their already limited rights. The presentation will end with a discussion of the main elements that need to be reviewed by partners for successful partnerships to emerge and consolidate, including the distribution of resources, definition of priorities and objectives, establishment of clear communication channels, and ongoing evaluation of results of activities implemented.

THE COMMUNITY CLASSROOM: ADDRESSING PUBLIC HEALTH ISSUES IN UNDERSERVED COMMUNITIES THROUGH HIGHER EDUCATION SERVICE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Catherine A. Powers, EdD, CGS, LSW, powersoz@bu.edu
Boston University School of Medicine

Smoking Sleuths is an experiential learning curriculum that was developed and taught to elementary through high school aged children by medical students at 2 US medical schools. The purpose of this paper is to describe the first steps in building a community-wide service learning elective for medical schools participating in a National Cancer Institute funded tobacco education program with possible opportunities for implementation in schools of allied health, nursing, dentistry, education, social work and public health nationwide through a partnership with Citizen Schools, a national non-profit organization. Strategies for involving university students in public health teaching and research opportunities in inner-city communities, through diverse community partnerships are discussed. Twenty-one medical students from 2 medical schools participated in the tobacco service learning elective over a 2 year period. Medical students trained more than 300 Adolescents Tobacco Education Leaders (ATELs) in 6 inner-city Boston neighborhoods through the Smoking Sleuths program. The ATELs in turn provided tobacco education in their communities to peers, retailers selling tobacco products, pediatricians and members of the public. Community partnerships include a public housing task force, public middle school, summer programs and the Citizen Schools program. The Smoking Sleuths service learning program potentially serves many audiences. Communities that have experienced cuts in public health and educational funding benefit from the services provided by the university students and may benefit from other university resources. University students receive practical experience with public health issues, education and cultural competency while having a direct impact on the lives of inner-city children. The children develop skills in education and public speaking through their teaching activities, and research and data analysis skills through their community research. These
valuable skills are transferable to the academic setting providing math, English, science and social studies enrichment.

CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS: OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNIVERSITY ENGAGEMENT

“WHEN BAD PROJECTS HAPPEN TO GOOD PEOPLE: HOW TO MAKE EVERY PROJECT A SUCCESS, EVEN WHEN THINGS DON’T GO WELL”
Patrick Hafford, Chair Service Learning, Wentworth Institute of Technology, hafford@wit.edu

This paper will focus on the nature of opportunistic service learning as opposed to long-term repetitive projects. It will show how and why ad hoc projects are a great tool for student learning and for partnership building with the community, and also why these projects need careful management in order to allow students or partners room to fail, while allowing the student a rich learning experience and preserving the ability for the partnership to grow. Background will include the results of research into the mix of long-term and repetitive vs. ad hoc projects and an examination (if adequate data is available) of project failure rates and causes. In industry these numbers are relatively easy to find and the percentage of unqualified and qualified successes on projects is not very high. It is expected that the findings will be similar for service learning projects. The goal is to identify keys to consistently successful projects and to determine if those traits can be duplicated even for ad hoc, semester-long “mini” projects involving just one or a small number of students. The paper will also report on the experience one management senior had while working through the local neighborhood Main Streets organization (as sponsor) to develop an effective low cost/no cost marketing plan for a local restaurant (the client) struggling to stay solvent. Although the student did a good job identifying the challenges, analyzing the situation, and recommending viable solutions, the client was extremely dissatisfied with the outcome. The presentation will examine what went wrong and offer some solutions to try to decrease the risk for future projects. Perhaps most important, it will look at the impact on the student’s learning experience and sense of accomplishment when a project for a “real client” goes awry. While projects that can be repeated afford the opportunity to learn and develop models that can work consistently, there are many more opportunities available if educators are willing to be flexible and manage uncertainty.

SUPPORTING COMMUNITY SAFETY THROUGH UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS:
EXPLORING MODELS OF ENGAGEMENT
James M. Frabutt, Ph.D., University of North Carolina Greensboro. jfrabutt@nd.edu

As individual, community, and societal costs of juvenile crime and violence continue to mount, it is imperative that campus-community partnerships address this critical public health issue. Moreover, university-community partnerships have much to contribute to effective prevention and intervention programs, as well as positive youth development strategies. What is needed, however, is a better understanding of how such partnerships should be framed, developed, funded, implemented, and sustained. The purpose of this paper is to explore various models of university-community engagement to support community safety. A series of case examples (Youth Violence Initiative, Immigrant Youth Violence Prevention, Equal Justice Project, Project Safe Neighborhoods) from the Center for Youth, Family, and Community Partnerships at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG) will be highlighted. The case examples—four projects spanning a six-year time period—are the springboard for exploring issues of funding, community collaboration, sustainability, leadership, evaluation, and communication.
UNCG, with an enrollment of about 14,500 undergraduate and graduate students, is classified as a doctoral/research intensive university and is located in Guilford County (population 435,000). CYFCP was first established in 1996. This broad, university-wide research center was established to assist faculty in the social and behavioral sciences in developing a multi-disciplinary research agenda responsive to local, state and national priorities. Federal and state grant awards established a foundation for youth research and intervention efforts that have focused not only on youth themselves but also on peer, relational, familial, community and cultural contexts that support successful developmental outcomes.

SCHOLARLY PERSPECTIVES ON PARTNERSHIPS: ORGANIZATION THEORY
Mary-Ellen Boyle, PhD, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Management
Clark University, mboyle@clarku.edu

Among the many ways to achieve the promise of community-university partnerships is to strengthen the scholarly understanding of such activities. Though the research on community-university partnerships has grown considerably over the past several decades, this literature is heavier on case studies and applied research than theory. Theory building is particularly absent. Meanwhile, the partnership model of social change is being advocated by policy makers and funding agencies ranging from the United Nations to the United Way, despite little evidence of its efficacy and incomplete understanding of its structure and substance. What can organizational theory teach us about this organizational form and attendant processes, and how can various theoretical perspectives help us conceptualize (and encourage) “the engaged institution”? In this presentation community-university partnerships are reviewed from a sociological perspective, specifically through the lenses of organization theory. I will offer summary statements from a range of theoretical perspectives, a set of theory-building inquiries, and an annotated bibliography. For example, I will consider the isomorphic nature of the partnership model and interrogate the advantages and disadvantages of this so-called “bandwagon effect;” the effect on partnerships of the idea that educational institutions are classic “loosely-coupled systems;” and the ways in which complexity theory explains the difficulty of outcome research with respect to partnerships, that is, the predictability of unpredictability.

ACHIEVING THE PARTNERSHIP PROMISE: FROM PRACTICE TO THEORY TO PRACTICE
Kim S. Uhlik, San Jose State University Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies, kuhlik@casa.sjsu.edu

Characterizing the term partnership has become imprecise, if not meaningless, resulting in the creation of unbalanced relationships and arrangements prone to disappointment and failure. Through practice, a series of successful informal partnerships formed between a university class and a variety of public agencies during the past several years raised the questions how did they work and why did they work. A partnership development model derived from the initial class partnership subsequently was tested in a correlative study involving numerous public agencies and the same university. Results obtained from that study led to the creation of a general theory of partnership, and of a preliminary Partnership Preference Scale (PPS). Two pilot studies conducted to refine a scale validation instrument led to additional insights and to a PPS validation procedure based on Q-methodology. Two Q-studies have been completed – and a third currently underway – conclusions from which both support the underlying general theory and suggest
practical strategies for productive partnership development in multiple settings. Analyzing the context surrounding the later class-public agency partnerships illuminates the use of these strategies in the field. The Step-by-Step model shows 1) that the strength of a recreation administrator’s professional network is not associated with partnership development success, and 2) that the most successful administrators combined the equal sharing of resources with the inspiration of striving to achieve a “higher goal.” The general theory of partnership diagram will personalize the results of the PPS instrument exercise conducted at the beginning of the presentation. Descriptive statistics derived from the two pilot studies show that the survey participants generally substantiate the general theory’s assumptions, while the more recent studies and partnership implementation descriptions will allow the discussion to come full circle: to practice. No two partnerships are alike, and therefore must be customized by the partners. To successfully develop their relationships, the partners must explicitly recognize both their own preconceived notions, and society’s strong influence on the nature of reciprocal arrangements. Only then can they formulate for themselves the individualized strategies needed to supplement the actual Step-by-Step model protocol.

“ASSESSING PARTNERSHIPS: COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY COLLABORATIONS FOR IMPROVING GIS TEACHING AND LEARNING”
Stephen Engle, Center for Community GIS; Cathleen McAnneny and Matt McCourt, University of Maine at Farmington.
ganglest@gmail.com

This paper investigates a working partnership between the Farmington, Maine-based Center for Community GIS, the University of Maine Farmington, and the Maine Geographic Alliance. As co-conveners of the Maine Community Mapping Program (MeCMP), the three partners share the responsibilities of training and providing ongoing support to K-12 educators in the state who are interested in undertaking local service-learning projects that integrate geospatial tools like Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Over the last two years, the MeCMP has demonstrated success by enabling educators to plan and implement projects involving their students and local organizations. At this time, each partner finds itself responding to broad institutional initiatives and/or funding imperatives calling for heightened attention to assessment, evaluation, and other tokens of a discourse of accountability. In the face of these shifting institutional contexts, this paper focuses on how this university-community partnership has allowed for the pooling of resources and expertise in order to conduct rigorous evaluation aimed at insuring that the collaborative and independent programs satisfy learners’ needs, meet teachers’ goals, and demonstrate organizational responsiveness to our respective constituencies. The Center for Community GIS, which acts as a “university-community intermediary,” serves to link the university and K-12 partners to community groups, and at the same time, university and K-12 partners connect the Center for Community GIS with broader communities of research and practice. The result is a partnership that opens up new avenues for mutual exploration of innovative ways of measuring each partner’s effectiveness.

INTERDISCIPLINARY DIALOGUE AND SOCIAL CAPITAL MEASUREMENT: WHICH CAME FIRST?
Janice Yee, JANICE.YEE@WARTBURG.EDU; Iana Stahov, Wartburg College, Waverly, IA

Defined by Putnam (2000) as the “connections among individuals – social networks and norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them,” social capital has often been considered instrumental in assessing and predicting the ability of a community to experience positive growth, both economically and socially. While the evidence for the positive role which social capital can
have on communities is lengthy, not all communities may be aware of the ways by which they can use social capital indicators to strengthen or enhance already existing social relationships.

As part of a student-faculty research grant, a team of faculty and students surveyed a small rural community in Iowa to gauge the levels and dimensions of social capital. Engaging the local government for help in this effort was vital to the survey response, but the team has attempted to pair more deliberately and intentionally with community leaders to help them use the evidence gathered. In doing so, the team has found interdisciplinary dialogue vital to providing city and community leaders with the necessary information and perspective to move forward with the information gathered from the survey. Moreover, the work has begun to spark greater interest in interdisciplinary work among disciplines on campus that would produce a more comprehensive Condition of the City report. However, while the work has provided valuable information to the community, the delivery of the information and the manner it is conveyed are equally important. This presentation will discuss both the challenges and the benefits that have arisen with this project, and the conversations that will be necessary to continue moving the project forward.

“COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES”
Jessica Skolnikoff, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anthropology; Robert Engvall, Ph.D.
rengevall@rwu.edu, Associate Professor of Justice Studies; K.C. Ferrara, M.A., Coordinator of Feinstein Service Learning Program, Roger Williams University, Bristol, RI

We have begun the implementation of an interdisciplinary strategy to engage in a partnership beneficial to both our university and our community. Engagement in the life of the community has long been a stated goal of most colleges and universities. Grand mission statements (such as ours at Roger Williams University) often focus upon a “commitment to community service.” While our rhetoric is lofty, how do we actually commit ourselves to community service? How might we truly “engage” a community of scholars with the larger community? One method of engagement exists through a program in which a section of our Core “Human Behavior” course has been transformed into a service-learning section. This course integrates the model of service learning into the educational curriculum. In practical terms, this course provides interaction between college students and residents of Lucy’s Hearth (A Rhode Island Women’s Shelter).

Transforming a “typical” college course into an on and off-campus interactive experience in which students might truly meet and get to know people who value such positive interaction and intellectual development has many benefits for the community. Students benefit from such “real world” interaction away from the rather “artificial” environment that a campus can sometimes be. The women of Lucy’s Hearth benefit from the positive interaction with students who sometimes must seem to be a planet away from them, given what can be some truly arduous life circumstances. Expanding the program to include shelter residents into the course through a common discussion of readings, and participation in course projects would truly integrate students with the non-student participants, and would both symbolically and realistically link our university with an off-campus service agency. Such linkage would be genuine engagement in the life of the community far beyond any mission statement and far beyond mere rhetoric.

Perry spoke of “useful intellectuals,” and the need for these educated people to use their expertise for social benefit. Perhaps even the symbolic nature of “success” and “professionalism” might translate favorably into university/community linkages. If the theory of university-partnership is difficult to disagree with, the practice is much more difficult to actually achieve. Talking about
social responsibility is great classroom fodder, but actually implementing social responsibility is the function of this class and this program. Students are sometimes prone to lament “theory” without practice; while professors sometimes lament the impatience of students who want “practical” and “useful” tips for the “real world,” without dedicating themselves to the theories that inform the practice. It is our hope that we might merge these two desires into both a theoretical and practical application of a genuine university-community partnership.

COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP THROUGH EXTENSION EDUCATION: THE EXPERIENCE OF INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN UNIVERSITY, INDIA
(Dr.M.Chandrasekharan Nair, Deputy Director, Centre for Extension Education, IGNOU, New Delhi, India, Pin-110068. E-mail: nairmc@gmail.com)

The University Grants Commission in India has approved extension education as the third dimension of the functioning of universities in India in addition to teaching and research. Extension education aims firstly to extend knowledge and institutional resources to the community and vice-versa and secondly, to gain insights from an interaction between knowledge resource and socio-cultural realities with a view to reflecting these in the entire curricular system of higher education. Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) established a Centre for Extension Education (CEE) to carry out extension education programmes at the grass-roots level by adopting innovative approaches in disseminating knowledge, evolving sustainable learning models and establishing partnerships among potential stakeholders. An analysis of the extension education programmes developed so far by CEE in the Open Distance Learning (ODL) mode reveals that CEE’s efforts were by and large successful in establishing community partnerships to address problems of health, sustainable job creation, and equitable development. This paper will discuss in detail case studies of extension activities of CEE such as HIV/AIDS Awareness Programme, Computer Literacy Programme, Mushroom Cultivation and Awareness Programme in Dairy farming to illustrate how CEE has evolved a meaningful community-university partnership. Based on the experience of CEE in using ODL and technology mediated learning, this paper highlights the following aspects: barriers that have to be overcome in establishing community-university partnerships; addressing the needs and developing partnerships at local, regional, national and international levels; strategies adopted for integrating research, teaching and outreach functions for sustainable partnerships. The paper also shares the lessons and insights learnt from this experience for the benefit of university-community partnerships in other developing countries.

STRENGTHENING TOWN AND GOWN COLLABORATIVE OPPORTUNITIES: THE CENTRAL CALIFORNIA PUBLIC HEALTH PARTNERSHIP
Miguel A. Perez, Ph.D., CHES, Miguel Perez mperez@csufresno.edu
Associate Professor of Health Science and Director, Master of Public Health Program
Benjamin Cuellar, DSW, Dean, College of Health and Human Services.

Federal, state, and local governments have a mandate to improve the health status of their constituents. It is, therefore, not surprising that each of these levels has developed elaborate systems (e.g., US Department of Health and Human Services) designed to address the health needs of their target populations. State efforts have been generally carried out through local county health departments and tend to target economically challenged and indigent populations. However, economic and political considerations as well as legislative mandates have affected
county health departments’ ability to achieve systematic change among the groups they serve. In
the last few years increasing numbers of government entities and academic institutions have
acknowledged their symbiotic relationship and have sought to build bridges among them. This
realization has led to an increase in the number of town and gown partnerships with the goal of
pooling resources in efforts to enhance service delivery and engage in applied research. The
Central California Public Health Partnership is an effort by public health departments in six
counties and a university in California’s Central San Joaquin Valley to share resources and
expertise to address the public health needs experienced by their constituents. During the last six
years the PHP has implemented a number of activities designed to enhance the health status of the
Central California population while learning and overcoming some issues inherent with campus-
community-public health partnerships.

THE SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
Barbara Brown, Center for Sustainable Development, The University of Texas at Austin School of
Architecture
bebrown@mail.utexas.edu

Abstract: Our world is shaped by a patchwork of perspectives, of stories told to construct or even
recreate our realities. Practitioners engaging with the built environment have a responsibility to
assist in the proper translation of these stories into something that physically enriches the user’s
sense of place. However, academia separates itself from the “real world” in order to teach theory,
history, etc as purely as possible. Critics argue that this separation is problematic when
preparing students for a practical field in which they will become heavily entrenched in this
world from which they have been sheltered. In response, community-based design initiatives
are forming that conjoin students, faculty, community members, and activists to address urgent
needs in neighborhoods around the globe. While empowering the communities through the opportunity to change their own surroundings, the researchers benefit from a culturally significant palette with which to search for innovative ways to make the built
environment truly relevant to positive transformation at the local level. Nonetheless, this
pedagogical method is, in turn, criticized for blurring the line between education and activism.
The purpose of this investigation is to evaluate both the intentions of such projects and the
criticism of it through the analysis of a case study at the University of Texas: The Sustainable
Design and Development Workshop (SDDW).

COMMUNAL ETHICAL FRAMEWORKS NEEDED FOR
COMMUNITY/ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH
Dianne Quigley, Principal Investigator, Syracuse University Research Ethics and Environmental
Health (www.researchethics.org) diquigle@syr.edu

This presentation will provide discussion and case examples of communal ethical frameworks,
i.e. virtue, communitarian, postmodern and indigenous ethics, and how they offer guidance and
strategies for dealing with the complexities of the community as research subject in community
health. These ethical theories supplement biomedical principle ethics; expanding the primary
emphasis on “individual” human subjects in research ethics to incorporate considerations of the
community as a collective subject. These communal frameworks are rarely offered in researcher
training but can help to create research approaches that deal with problems of informed consent in
communities with cultural diversity, community representation in community advisory boards
and strategies for developing bicultural research approaches. For example, the community as a
collective can often be harmed by research investigations that do not consider collective risks as
well as individual risks. Ethical theories such as virtue ethics and communal discourse from
communitarian ethics assist us in working with the community as a collective for identifying
potential collective risks and mitigating them. Community representation of the collective also needs to be fair and inclusive and work at equitable discourse. Postmodern and indigenous philosophies assist us with dealing with difference, cultural otherness and ensuring fair and open communication in promoting communal discourse with scientific researchers.

CENTERING THE CENTER: SOME NEW IDEAS IN A CENTER FOR COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Rob Rosenthal, Professor of Sociology, and Director of Wesleyan’s Service-Learning Center
rrosenthal@wesleyan.edu

Wesleyan’s Center for Community Partnerships (CCP) approaches community-university collaborations with what appears to be some new approaches. The most important of these are: 1) gathering all offices concerned with community-university collaborations in one center, regardless of what division of the University they report to. This allows “one-stop shopping”; i.e., those from the university or community with ideas for collaborations don’t need to work their way through a bureaucracy to find the right office to deal with their idea. The CCP has become a portal for such ideas, with the Center staff then matching up ideas and resources, wherever they exist in the university. 2) emphasizing the flow of ideas for collaborations from the community to the university to counteract the common tendency for ideas to move in the other direction. Central to this has been the creation of monthly or bimonthly meetings in which Center staff meet informally with three or four agencies or community groups with a common focus (e.g., mental health, youth services, etc.). Agency/community group members speak about their work and the kinds of additional resources they need; Center staff then consider what University needs and resources might be matched up with those needs. Several years of evaluations from community partners, students, and faculty strongly suggest this approach has been extremely successful in providing university faculty and students with a more exciting and enriching environment for education, while avoiding the common problem of the university becoming the 800 pound gorilla, calling the shots and using the community as a laboratory without providing reciprocal benefits. Still, there are important questions that need to be dealt with on a continuous basis: how to maintain reciprocity given often unequal resources; how to maintain continuity in relations given inevitable changes in personnel at both the university and community groups; how to balance pedagogy and service, and so forth.

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS: AN EXAMPLE OF THE “PROMISE ACHIEVED”
D Christiani, R Wilson, J Yousuf, G Mostofa, A Elahi, S Afroz, S Mustakim, Q S Rahman, T Hasan, M Rahman, G M Uddin, Q Q Zamanß dch@bangla.net

Since January 2001, Dhaka Community Hospital Trust (DCHT), Pabna Community Clinic (PCC) and 56 villages around Pabna and Dhaka, Bangladesh have been successfully collaborating with Harvard School of Public Health (HSPH), in two public health projects relating to human arsenic exposure. The Harvard School of Public Health has overseen the research, financing, guiding and data analysis, while DCHT has facilitated the field work, using its paramedic teams from PCC and those based in the villages to implement the required research activities. The projects are community-need based; villagers have been exposed to drinking arsenic but the outcome is not uniform. An understanding of what this public health catastrophe is doing and how patients may be treated and managed socially and economically is essential for recovery. Through poverty, the villagers lack the capacity to mobilize organizations and institutions to assist them but their village health workers provide a link to the PCC and through them to DCHT to provide treatment. However, knowledge of arsenicosis is limited and the further link to HSPH with its research capacity ultimately provides the villagers with some solutions. Thus the research
designed by HSPH in the USA according to its stringent research requirements also identifies and incorporates the needs of remote villages in Bangladesh according to their requirements.

The partners, DCHT and HSPH, visit the rural areas and meet with the villagers, acknowledging each others concerns and incorporating ideas into what becomes a dynamic project but always retaining the research objectives of acquiring knowledge and quickly feeding back the results to those needing solutions. The consultation process develops trust and co-operation between groups, especially when the communities whose most common experience of research is of exploitation, begin to see community benefits and their ideas incorporated into the design, e.g. early morning research activities to avoid work disruption and night time fatigue, increasing provision of safe water to the community. It also means that partners are accountable to each other. The HSPH team has had to face intense questioning from the community about research design and outcomes and PCC and DCHT have to demonstrate their abilities to carry out field level research accurately. Developing a project from a community identified need, results in a complex but through co-operation, successfully manageable project, involving health, social and economic disciplines. The results of the projects have been beneficial to all partners: acquired knowledge, PhDs, health, social and economic rehabilitation, local capacity building and further research. Importantly it has also impacted outside the project areas into other DCH areas, international organizations working in arsenic and local and national government policy in Bangladesh. This paper in particular will highlight some of the issues that surfaced from community–university partnership programe of DCH and highlights the impact of partnership in socio-economic and health issues essential for overall development.

COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS: HOW DO WE ACHIEVE THE PROMISE?
Janice G. Rienert, Ph.D., Department of Sociology and Social Work rierethjg@appstate.edu
Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina

Community-University partnerships provide an excellent framework within which to address societal issues. As academics, faculty has expertise which is valuable both inside and outside the academic community. Often, however, this resource is not taped by community agencies or individuals. One area where this occurs is in teacher education. With the current nationwide stress on quality education following the No Child Left Behind Act, states and local communities are struggling to ensure that “qualified” teachers fill all classrooms. Since teachers are educated in state and private colleges and university, this is fertile ground for a partnership. One example of such a partnership is found at Appalachian State University in the University-Public School partnership. This initiative brings together university faculty inside and outside of the College of Education with public school teachers. This partnership is then broken down into disciplinary focus groups. As a member of the Social Science Focus Group, I have found this project to be very beneficial. Not only have we improved the student teaching experience for undergraduate teacher education majors; we have also developed professional development workshops for current social studies teachers. This paper will highlight the successes and discuss the barriers of this type of partnership. It would also discuss the needs and challenges of implementing a sustainable university-community partnership.

THE LAWRENCE PUBLIC SCHOOLS TRANSFORMATION PROJECT:
CULTIVATING UNIVERSITY AND SCHOOL DISTRICT PARTNERSHIPS
Michaela Wyman-Colombo, James Nehring, Judith Boccia, Hector Torres, UMass Lowell Michaela_Colombo@uml.edu

Community-University partnerships provide an excellent framework within which to address societal issues. As academics, faculty has expertise which is valuable both inside and outside the academic community. Often, however, this resource is not taped by community agencies or individuals. One area where this occurs is in teacher education. With the current nationwide stress on quality education following the No Child Left Behind Act, states and local communities are struggling to ensure that “qualified” teachers fill all classrooms. Since teachers are educated in state and private colleges and university, this is fertile ground for a partnership. One example of such a partnership is found at Appalachian State University in the University-Public School partnership. This initiative brings together university faculty inside and outside of the College of Education with public school teachers. This partnership is then broken down into disciplinary focus groups. As a member of the Social Science Focus Group, I have found this project to be very beneficial. Not only have we improved the student teaching experience for undergraduate teacher education majors; we have also developed professional development workshops for current social studies teachers. This paper will highlight the successes and discuss the barriers of this type of partnership. It would also discuss the needs and challenges of implementing a sustainable university-community partnership.
The obligation to prepare new generations of urban teachers, administrators, and community business leaders must be central to the mission of all universities located in urban areas. This task can only be accomplished when universities establish and maintain partnerships with urban communities, whose diverse residents possess different but “complementary” knowledge. The partnership process at its best is symbiotic. Faculty and university administration, disproportionately members of the majority culture, need to be informed and enriched by diverse, urban communities. As a result university personnel are better able to provide support and guidance to cities in ways that complement and enhance their own efforts and also support the local culture. In the domain of public schooling, when universities provide school districts with culturally congruent guidance and culturally sensitized teachers and administrators, educational, cultural and economic opportunities for local residents increase, and universities themselves are further enriched by the shared work. The positive effects of partnerships between urban schools and universities are recognized and valued, yet less is known about how these partnerships are established and maintained.

The disconnect between universities and urban school districts most adversely impacts communities in which students and families are least educated, and thus perpetuates the hegemonic structure within American society. Latino families are disproportionately impacted by the remoteness of universities from their communities and the consequences for the regional, economic and social development of cities with large Latino populations and universities that reside within these areas are dire. There is, thus, a clear need to understand factors that contribute to the establishment and maintenance of symbiotic partnerships between urban universities and surrounding school districts. The Lawrence, MA Public Schools has presented the University of Massachusetts Lowell (UML) with the opportunity to understand and document a mutually productive, potentially long-term partnership between the school system and UML. The Lawrence Public Schools is transforming its large comprehensive high school into six fully autonomous schools. Integral to this transformation is the partnership between the Lawrence Public Schools and UML. The study will also identify the strategies that have been successful in building sustainable partnerships, and describe methods and strategies that have potential for evaluating the long-term educational, sociocultural, and economic impact of partnerships.

A UNIVERSITY/COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP GEARED TO STRENGTHEN TEEN PROGRAMS IN LAWRENCE, MASSACHUSETTS
Gretchen Latowsky, Lisa Abdallah (UML), and Milagro Grullon (Lawrence Mayors Health Task Force) Gretchen_Latowsky@uml.edu

The School of Health and Environment at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell (UML), in collaboration with the Lawrence Mayor’s Health Task Force, and other Lawrence teen program providers established a partnership to plan a summit of agencies/organizations that provide services to teens. Lawrence, Massachusetts is one of the 25 poorest cities in the United States. At a January, 2006 Public Hearing on HUD Block Grants, residents identified programs for teens as a top priority. By conducting this summit the community/ university partnership hopes to strengthen teen supports and programs in the City. The purpose of the summit is to discuss priority issues for Lawrence teens, identify available resources and needs, and think about ways to collaborate in order to decrease overlapping programs and address gaps in services. In preparation for the summit, scheduled for October 2006, the planning team is gathering information about existing programs, priority issues, and available data about teen health and behavior to present at the summit. Surveys were sent to all programs in Lawrence that provide services to teens to identify the mission, number of teens served, and program priorities. Focus groups are being held with teens to gather information about issues that concern them, the after school, weekend, and summer programs they attend, and their thoughts about additional services that would address their issues of concern. We intend to present a paper detailing
development of the Community/University partnership, planning the summit, engaging community partners through data collection and presentation, and assessing teen issues based on teen concerns. Our presentation will focus on conference goals of: Understanding the needs and challenges of involving different types of partners, including nongovernmental organizations, schools, labor unions, businesses, immigrant populations, faith-based organizations, and local, state, and national government; Highlighting the successes and discuss the barriers that community-university partnerships face. And, identifying strategies for involving diverse disciplines and diverse communities into partnerships.

DETERMINING OWNERSHIP, ACCESS, AND THE RIGHTS TO DISSEMINATE IN THE DIGITAL ERA OF COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS
Cathy Hunt, UMaine khunt@maine.edu

In 2005, the University of Maine received a three-year award from the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Office of University Partnerships to establish a Community Outreach Partnership Center (COPC) in partnership with Bangor, Maine. The program addresses three unmet, urgent needs affecting Bangor’s central downtown neighborhood: An escalating “nuisance” issue caused by the disproportionate presence of young adults downtown who are unemployed, not seeking work, and not enrolled in education or worker training; A lack of safe, affordable and creative opportunities for youth; and, An acute shortage of affordable housing for low-income elders and persons with special needs. The UMaine-Bangor COPC involves faculty and staff across all colleges in projects and activities that focus on community inclusion, youth empowerment, and affordable housing. Across all there is a strong focus on using the techniques and tools of documentation (including oral history, photojournalism, and filmmaking) where participants are actively engaged as partners in self documentation—in telling not only their own stories, but the community’s stories and those of the community-university partnership as well. In many cases, the use of these tools serves the dual purposes of youth engagement/empowerment, and evaluation of the COPC by documenting and “telling” the myriad stories of community-university partnership. A team of interdisciplinary faculty from Art, New Media, Communication and Mass Journalism, Anthropology, Sociology and Psychology have committed themselves to documenting the COPC and to involving UMaine students through service learning curricula. However, the notion of empowering community partners (adults and youth), university students, and faculty in the process of documentation raises intriguing questions about ownership, access and the rights of dissemination. These questions include: What are the boundaries of public versus private with respect to the documentary process itself and the materials collected? When does “documenting” become research? What protocols and procedures are needed in each instance? Who has access to the materials accumulated under the auspices of the UMaine-Bangor COPC? In particular, what about documentary materials generated by community youth and adults themselves?

COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS: ACHIEVING THE PROMISE IN THE FACE OF CHANGING GOALS, CHANGING FUNDING PATTERNS, AND COMPETING PRIORITIES
David Turcotte, Linda Silka, Darcie Boyer, Laura Buxbaum, Paulette Renault-Caragianes, and Julie Villareal, David_Turcotte@uml.edu
An important challenge community-university partnerships face is how to maintain themselves in the face of changing goals, priorities, and funding. Partnerships often form as a result of some sort of “spark”: an incident perhaps or the identification of a shared need or the recognition of a common concern. Often external funding is sought to provide resources for the establishment of the partnership and for the implementation of its action plan. Typically whatever external funding is obtained will be of short duration. It will not continue over time. And usually the funding comes with its set of stipulations about what is allowable as the partnership’s focus, and the priority of one funder will differ from that of another. These issues of maintenance of partnership in the face of shifting funding and priorities are ones that confront most community-university partnerships. This paper proposes to examine these issues through the lens of an environmental justice partnership that has existed for nearly a decade, has undergone many changes in who is involved, and has operated with funding from many different sources, including the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Housing and Urban Development, and the Environmental Protection Agency. In addition, the entities in the partnerships, while they share certain environmental objectives, are sometimes at odds on particular goals when the needs of the different agencies or the groups they work with differ. Further complicating this issue is the reality that partners, on occasion must shift priorities due to unexpected events after partnership goals are established. This experience sheds light on the kinds of concrete struggles community-university partnerships face if they seek to continue and not be “whipsawed” by the larger concerns of the funders or the power brokers in their individual organizations. The paper will concern innovative approaches that community-university partnerships might take if they are to remain resilient in the face of changing goals, priorities and funding.

“UNIVERSITY IN THE REGION: POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND INDICATORS FOR NEW ENGLAND”
William Mass, David Soule, and Jim Giddings, William_Mass@uml.edu

The New England Initiative (NEI) based at the Center for Industrial Competitiveness at the University of Massachusetts Lowell is a set of programs evolving through interaction with diverse regional partners. After hosting leaders of all the New England wide organizations and founding of the New England Futures partnership the NEI at UML has led in the development of supportive tool building for local and regional analyses, and continued collaboration in regional policy development. Three levels of activity from the most local to those most specifically region-wide have developed and each has had partial success in program development and implementation. So far the disappointments have not curtailed a strengthening basis for greater regional collaboration and a supporting role for NEI. The two key external partners among others are the New England Association of Regional Councils (NEARC), including the 55 multi-municipal regional councils across all six states, and the New England Council (NEC), the oldest multi-state business association in the country that also manages the New England congressional delegation in pursuing national support for the region. The New England Futures facilitated and collaborated with the CitiStates group, renowned regional journalists that disseminated in regional newspapers, a six part series on regional policy challenges and promising program responses. A central legacy of this experience was the collaborative support for the development of regional indicators that would allow for relating more locally tracked measures with region-wide performance. Several technical criteria emerged as challenges to advance the discussion of selecting and transforming measures into indicators. These technical challenges prompted a new collaboration internal to UML between faculty and graduate students in a social science policy program (RESD) and computer science. This collaboration successfully 1) created pilot open source mapping with variable boundaries that eases cross state boarder regional comparisons and 2) created a basis for future integration of regional data repositories sought by partners.
Developing an advisory board that balances local and regional planning interests, and areas of specific thematic focus (e.g. economic development, environment, health, education, etc.) remains an ongoing challenge, but the newly developed tools also facilitate cross state discussion of common versus customized indicators.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND THE ‘RESEARCH COLLEGE’
Alan H. Bloomgarden Abloomga@email.smith.edu

Liberal arts colleges rarely appear as prominent models of civic engagement. Their low profile and limited role in the higher education engagement discourse masks great potential. This article challenges these institutions to connect liberal education with civic engagement, arguing this is practicable within current market forces and priorities. Achieving these ends requires aligning increased emphases on research and on student-centered learning with engaged teaching and research, and fostering increasing connectivity among diverse learning vehicles. America’s top liberal arts colleges are rarely urban and uncommonly “metropolitan” in their perspective on community. None are members of the Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities, though many are indeed members of state and national Campus Compacts. Yet their position in command of significant human and financial resources, and as models for undergraduate education whose best practices are often either models or aspirations for a wider range of higher education institutions makes their potential contributions to the civic engagement goals articulated in the Declaration of Metropolitan Universities (Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities - CUMU, 2006) of great interest. This article seeks to: a) challenge the nation’s well-resourced, “elite” liberal arts colleges to respond to the very same call that Metropolitan Universities journal and the Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities is making to higher education for more productive, intentional and reciprocal partnership with regions and communities; b) challenge the assumption that predominantly small, private, liberal arts institutions cannot provide the kinds of comprehensive, adaptive, and applied responses mobilized or at least available at their larger, public, and more “research-intensive” counterparts; and c) propose a vision for how liberal arts colleges can align the exigencies of civic engagement with the resources that already make up their greatest strengths and with some important trends affecting their institutions.

VALUING ENGAGEMENT: HOW DO WE EXPRESS THE MEANING OF OUR PARTNERSHIP EFFORTS?
Anne Chalupka and Robert Forrant annechalupka@yahoo.com
UMass Lowell Dept. of Regional Economic and Social Development

Community-University Partnerships take a variety of forms, from one-time consultancies all the way up to ongoing partnerships that require dedicated staff, student research assistants, and large time commitments from faculty and community partners. These efforts result in benefits to both the community and the campus, yet the benefits are not easily calculated. Thus faculty and community partners may be less encouraged to participate in partnerships, viewing them as “extra” activities that fall outside their respective job descriptions. In order for these partnerships to flourish we must try to elevate their status in the minds of both community and university partners. How, then, can we place a value on the outcome of such activities?

Colleges and universities traditionally place a monetary value on their role in their economy through a narrow cost accounting of the various supplies and services they purchase, the research grants they bring in, and the dollars that faculty, staff and students spend in the community. It is not so easy to capture, for example, the impact of a series of immigrant leadership classes that result in the development of a new newspaper, a weekly radio program, or heightened civic engagement. We do need to think about this, however, especially when we encourage junior faculty to engage in this kind of work. Even at a university that stresses partnerships in its core
mission, like UMass Lowell, faculty are sometimes hesitant to put community engagement before doing independent research or writing scholarly articles. Even though the articles may only be read by a handful of other scholars, they are often a necessary part of the job. So to encourage more participation from university personnel, it is essential that the university put greater value on faculty engagement in community-university partnerships.

In order for that to happen, the university must be better able to see and analyze the value of its partnerships with the community. What are the benefits to the institution? How do we evaluate these efforts in the tenure review and promotion process? What are the immediate and secondary benefits to the community group, organization, or city agency? How much does student learning benefit from having an engaged faculty? Does an engaged faculty write more successful grants? How do relationships with the entire community improve? This paper will review the ways that colleges and universities currently evaluate their community-university partnerships and develop an approach to evaluation that includes ways to 'quantify' these partnerships. As part of this effort we will analyze some of the partnership activities developed by UMass Lowell and its community partners.

DON’T WAIT UNTIL NEXT YEAR: ENGAGED RESEARCH AS AN ASSET IN TENURE AND PROMOTION
Phil Nyden, Center for Urban Research and Learning, Loyola University Chicago
pnyden@luc.edu

A common warning from some academic leaders to junior faculty thinking about doing community-engaged research is “wait until after you get tenure.” This represents the conservative face of faculty who otherwise typically characterize themselves as open-minded and progressive. While pursuing a community-engaged research agenda may represent a more complex road than following traditional academic career trajectories, in the long-run, such an agenda can be more rewarding and have broader impact on the quality of life in communities outside the university than merely following the normal paths to tenure and promotion.

Academic rewards for community-engaged scholars suggest two challenges: 1) how does a faculty member connect his/her research agenda with teaching and research expectations in traditional venues; and 2) how do we change those tenure and promotion guidelines in departments to be more inclusive of research growing out of university-community partnerships? Drawing on the author’s experience in an academic career of 30 years, as a participant in many community-based research projects, eight years as a department chairperson, and ten years as the director of a collaborative university-community research center, both these challenges are addressed. Recent involvement as chair of the American Sociological Association (ASA) Task Force on Institutionalizing Public Sociology will also inform these challenges, particularly the issue of developing new promotion and tenure standards to better reward engaged scholarship.

Without changing tenure and promotion guidelines, meeting the challenge of connecting a community-engaged research agenda within traditional academic departments is essentially a political (small “p”) issue. Understanding the community-engagement orientation of a department and university before getting hired, as well as being conscious of allies inside and outside the university—individuals and institutions supportive of your work—once one does start an academic career are central to success. This is not to suggest that community-engaged scholars should be exempt from requirements to present professional papers, publish in peer-reviewed journals, and produce books. It is up to the faculty member to demonstrate that his/her work can fair well under the scrutiny of peers in the field. Using data, reports, and other
outcomes of engaged scholarship as the basis for additional scholarly publications legitimates the
quality and value of the engaged work early in one’s career. This, combined with the visibility
that such scholarship typically receives in local communities, policy maker circles, and the media,
does elevate the value of subsequent engaged work in the eyes of some academic peers who
otherwise may not be convinced. However, the personal route to tenure and promotion in what
can be a hostile academic environment is ultimately not the most effective career path.

Changing academic reward systems themselves, particularly departmental and university tenure
and promotion guidelines, is critical to growth of engaged scholarship. National educational and
research associations, such as the American Association of Colleges and Universities and the
Social Science Research Council, have been active in encouraging universities to adopt rewards
that encourage stronger researcher-community connections and partnerships. Over the past 15
years, foundations and government agencies have incorporated community-engagement and
community-based participatory research clauses in some of their requests for proposals. Most
recently, disciplinary associations have promoted models of public scholarship. Specific
suggestions for changes in tenure and promotion guidelines suggested by the ASA Task Force
will be discussed. Other structures supportive of engaged scholarship will also be discussed, e.g.
the creation of interdisciplinary collaborative research centers that serve as advocates for engaged
faculty as places of faculty and graduate student socialization into the world of community-
university partnerships.